Smart not old 9
Next generation
Phase of life control

Major trends in the

Global markets
Smartmold 9 is made to fulfill the requirements of global
markets. With UNICODE language switching and support for
different value units, Smartmold 9 fully adapts to the
unique demands of machine operators. However, it also
offers a variety of HMI styles and display sizes for both
export and domestic use.

Shorter innovation cycles
It is good to have the best machine, but it’s even better to
have it on the market at the right time. To keep up with the
trend towards custom machine configurations and continuous innovation, highly modular software is essential.
New functionality should be added with plug-and-play
convenience, reducing the time required for field testing
to an absolute minimum.

injection molding industry

Custom machine
configurations
Although injection molding machines are produced in
large quantities, customers usually request individual
modifications. To compete, OEMs must turn mass production into mass customization. In order to produce these
customized machines efficiently, engineering costs for
options must be reduced to a minimum.
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Today’s machines are no longer just connected with each
other. As IoT devices in digital factories, machines have to
connect with the latest EUROMAP standards such as 77
and 79 as well as support cloud connectivity with protocols like OPC UA. Additionally, they should also actively notify supervisors about OEE status, alarms and other relevant data. Production data has become just as important
as the goods being produced.

One platform for all markets
HMI panels

10” VGA, portrait, keys
15”, portrait, multi-touch

21” Full HD, portrait, multi-touch

Controllers
I/O

Optional

2x analog in, 12-bit

8x digital in, 24 V, sink/source

4x analog in 14-bit

8x digital out, 24 V / 0.5 A

4x analog out, 12-bit, +/-10 V

3x analog out, 12-bit, +/-10 V

8x J,K,N,S temperature, 16-bit
35x digital in, 24 V, sink/source
12x digital out, 24 V / 0.5 A
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Your benefits

33x digital out, 24 V / 2 A

Ready for global installations
HTML5-based HMI
PDF, video content
UNICODE language switching
Unit switching
Easy to use

2x PWM
Connectivity

Optional

EUROMAP 63, 67, 77, 79

1x POWERLINK, 1x X2X

OPC UA for cloud connectivity
1x CAN, 2x RS485, 2x ETH

Hydraulic

One platform for all machine types
Ethernet

Servo pump

Servo pump
Up to 350 lpm

Holding pressure

Up to 180 bar

Closed-loop pressure control

400 μs

Pump manufacturers

Any

Assembly parts

KTR

System architecture

Integrated or standalone

Pump protection

Against cavitation and reverse rotation

Overshoot prevention

In pressure control mode

Multi-pump support

Yes

Integrated diagnostics

Yes

Power monitoring

Yes

ACOPOSmulti

X67

ACOPOSmulti

Hybrid and all-electric

X20

Pump sizes

Hybrid and all-electric
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Low noise
Low service costs
High dynamics
Long lifetime design
Optimizeable for specific machines

I/O

Handling

Injection

x,y,z axis

Clamping

Any robot kinematics

Plastification
Ejector
Core pulls
Other auxiliary axes

Fully modular software platform

Reduced engineering costs
mapp Technology is a comprehensive, modular solution for all types of injection
molding machines and other plastics machinery. The modular approach reduces
the complexity of implementing modifications to accommodate customer
requirements – for a substantial reduction in engineering costs.
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Easy know-how integration
Generating unique competitive advantages is the key success in this highly
competitive industry. The modular mapp platform allows you to seamlessly exchange existing modules with your own technology or easily extend the control
software with new functionality.

Smartmold 9
+
Your know-how

Open for end-user adaptations
End users regularly need adaptations to integrate a machine into their production layout. The open mapp Technology framework lets you open up part of the
control software for local factory adaptations. This makes machine integration
easy and efficient, as the core version of the control software version remains
untouched.
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Easy and efficient handling of customized machines
Reduced engineering costs
Plug-and-run machine options
Open for end-user adaptations
Shorter innovation cycles

Smart factory out of the box
SAP
Microsoft Azure

ABB
IBM

GE Healthcare

AliCloud

Amazon Web Services
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Cloud connection
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Machine 01

Machine 02

ENERGY

Machine 03

Existing machines:

Orange Box - Data preprocessing

New machines:

Integrated

Edge node:

Yes, based on APROL

Cloud compatibility:

Any

Machine n

MQTT, AMQP,
EUROMAP

Existing machines

ALARM

IoT edge embedded
Orange Box

IoT edge controller
APROL
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New machines with
Smartmold 9
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